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architectural
design



Architectural design requires the consideration of more than just how a building will look.

More often than not, form follows function - that is, the needs of the building’s users 
come before all else.

Location, physical constraints, aesthetic, and budget also come into play, informing the 
final design after it has gone through multiple iterations.

A good designer understands that this process ends only when the deadline arrives. 
Refined results require extensive thought, time, and a willingness to evolve. This is how 
a successful building (or product, layout, website, or app) is created.



housing for the salk center
generic apartment units + aggregation

first floor plan second floor plan

two bedroom unit section

Given the task of designing an 
apartment complex for the Salk 
Center near La Jolla, California, 
this project was centered around 
the creation of a generic unit, and 
how these units would aggregate 
on a challenging building site.

Essential to the project were 
the needs of the community as 
well as the invidivual. Although 
residents worked together 
and resided in close proximity, 
creating privacy was of utmost 
concern.

The front of the property 
contained a park with long 
walking paths for communal 
interaction. By orienting the units 
at a slight angle, each apartment 
shared a minimal party wall, with 
exterior porches that angled in 
such a way that neighbors could 
not see one another, providing 
them with a private outdoor space 
to call their own.



web design



QuiltWeek is a fiber arts convention held in multiple cities across the 
country each year. Quilters from around the globe attend these events to 
teach, learn, shop, and gather.

Each event requires a unique set of web content, organized in such a 
way that users can find the information they need, without confusion 
between event locations.

This complex set of requirements led to an investigation and reworking 
of the QuiltWeek.com site architecture, using wireframes, user data, and 
input from AQS employees to inform how the site should be organized.

The QuiltWeek homepage allows users to choose an event first, reducing 
confusion between locations.

quiltweek.com



Once a location is selected, users are presented with additional information specific to each event. 
The show date, time, and location is displayed directly under the location header.

The top 8 photo icons were selected based on the most commonly sought information from user data, 
and input from telephone customer service representatives.

Additional Show Information icons are added as needed for each show. Certain pages are not needed 
for every show, so the number of icons varies between events.

Show Sponsors are also an important consideration, as they need to be displayed prominently as part 
of their sponsorship status. The sponsor bar rotates, so no particular slot is favored.



Each page header includes the location, year, and page title for additional clarity. 
This is particularly helpful when pages are reached from search engines.

A site-wide color coding system was implemented to reinforce specific 
shows for purchasing tickets and class slots.



products + 
branding



Each new product goes through an extensive process before the final design goes into 
production. Considerations include:
     
     + How will the consumer use this product? What is its primary function?
     + Is the product easy to care for? Can it be cleaned using common household products?
     + Will it stand up to everyday wear-and-tear? Are there ways to make it more durable?
     + Does the design use materials efficiently? Are there ways to reduce waste?

http://olivetreetextiles.etsy.com



class samples + 
skill builders

Rising Star Quilt (large scale piecing)

Weekender Duffle Bag (hardware + zipper installation)Scrappy Petal Pillow (raw edge applique)

Folded Envelope Clutch (setting snaps)Tiny Geese Clutch (paper piecing basics)

Log Cabin Remix (foundation piecing)

At ZigZag, our primary goal was to teach sewing and quilting through finished projects 
that focus on a specific skill. 

Students chose a class and were provided with materials and equipment to create 
their own work, while learning a new method that they could apply to other projects in 
the future.

Each class focused on a skill that was essential to the creation of the finished product.



publications



stripe quilts made modern
by lauren s. palmer

The initial concept of using stripes in 
place of pieced fabric was developed 
after recognizing that even-width, 
high-contrast stripes were becoming 
widely available, and printed by 
multiple fabric manufacturers.

Stripes are a unique tool for quilters, 
but can be intimidating to work with.  
Two introductory chapters cover 
basic design theory principles as they 
relate to quilting, and demonstrate 
how to measure, cut, piece, and quilt 
striped fabrics.  Design theory basics 
are explained using quilt blocks as 
visual examples, allowing the reader 
to easily understand basic design-
related concepts.

Twelve patterns are included in the 
book in varying skill levels, and each 
pattern includes two sample quilts 
made in different types striped fabrics.

Left and right-handed cutting 
instructions are shown in the 
instructional photographs, and each 
pattern includes instructions for three 
quilt sizes.



the quilts 
Each pattern features two quilts, each made in 
different fabrics, and written with instructions for 
three sizes: small, medium, and large.



periodicals + 
print media



aqs media kit
The AQS Advertiser’s Media Kit is a data-driven report published annually to attract and 
inform potential advertisers of the various opportunities offered by AQS. 

This assignment consisted of rearranging and shortening the media kit used in previous 
years, making the 2018 version more readable, concise, and visually appealing.

Media Kit

RAINBOW  IN THE ROUND  by Pam Biswas, Katy, TX

2018



quilty 

september / october 2014

magazine



quilty 

march / april 2015

magazine



american quilter

september / october 2017

magazine



american quilter

november / december 2017

magazine



american quilter

november / december 2017

magazine



american quilter

january / february 2017

magazine



american quilter

july / august 2017

magazine


